
HOW NAVYA IS 

TRANSPORTING 

THE WORLD TO 

THE NEXT LEVEL



THE PERFECT MATCH…

…between tech and people

NAVYA



NAVYA is a hub of talent and advanced technology with a headcount of 300,
including over 200 engineers, who create cutting-edge technologies
to transform the mobility systems of tomorrow for the benefit of all.



NAVYA is one of the three most important R&D centers
in Europe dedicated to automated mobility systems



NAVYA’s high tech is recognized worldwide
and is already employed in a large number of use cases.  



In 2022 NAVYA marked a major milestone in the history of autonomous mobility
with its demonstration of the remote shepherding 

of a fleet of fully autonomous vehicles. 



This is how NAVYA became the first autonomous mobility player to successfully
integrate its technological expertise in a system of supervision.



This decisive step has made NAVYA a world benchmark in terms of design and 
development of an hypervision which embraces connectivity, control-command,

data science, machine learning and video streaming on demand in real time.



THE PERFECT MATCH…

…for smart mobility as a service

NAVYA



NAVYA meets the requirements and expectations of
smart cities, peri-urban zones and rural areas.



NAYVA complements the transport systems already in operation in cities
and provides new mobility solutions in peri-urban zones and rural areas

where public transport is reduced or non existant.



NAVYA’s shuttles play their part in making society in general more fluid
by meeting the growing needs for mobility and reducing tedious journeys

while relieving congestion in city centers.



NAVYA’s shuttles foster ecologically more sustainable mobility
and contribute to the enrichment of people’s way of life.



They are part of the autonomous, shared future
underpinning not only mobility but all aspects of social life.



They contribute to the ongoing progress of society
while taking an active part in saving the planet.



NAVYA’s shuttles transport thousands of people to their places of work,
around medical facilities, university campuses, shopping malls, 
leisure centers, sports stadiums, and many other public places. 



They have made those who live beyond public transport systems
mobile again.



By providing access to places of work, local authorities and public services
and by linking people, they are promoting culture, sport, and social connections.



NAVYA’s shuttles provide mobility on the same scale but with 10 times fewer vehicles 
while increasing the economic importance of the city.



They reduce the number of private cars, discourage solo driving,
relieve congestion and prevent traffic build-ups.



The comfort, ease of use, cleanliness and availability of NAVYA’s shuttles
take mobility to a higher level of experience.









Currently operating more than 200 shuttles in 25 countries,
transporting people day and night, in town and country.



NAVYA’s shuttles make mobility ever more safe, inclusive and sustainable.











NAVYA’s shuttles enhance the lives of persons of reduced mobility,
the elderly,  the disabled, and those without a driver’s license.









NAVYA ‘s shuttles are also used to transport medical supplies.



THE PERFECT MATCH…

…for a sustainable and inclusive world

NAVYA



With its autonomous, shared and emission-free transport solutions 
to cover the last mile, to provide new types of mobility, and to manage logistics, 

NAVYA responds to the key challenges facing both private and public players
across the global spectrum of socio-economic activities,

while enabling their transition in terms of energy and ecology. 





…and a lot more besides

NAVYA SHUTTLES

MOBILITY SOLUTIONS…



LIKE A STAR

NAVYA shuttles are modern and cutting-edge
and never fail to fascinate and excite their audience.















WORKS of ART

Our customers vie with each other in personalizing their shuttles, 
with decorations from top designers and branding that reflects their use.

















What will your NAVYA story be?

WHAT ABOUT YOU?
NAVYA



LET’S RETHINK
MOBILITY TOGETHER

AND RIDE INTO THE FUTURE



NAVYA ALSO MEANS
AUTONOMOUS LOGISTICS

Quelle histoire allez-vous 
écrire avec NAVYA ?







The technological experience and methodology we have acquired

by working closely with our customers will enable us to transform

our mobility designs into large scale industrial and operational

solutions.

NAVYA is a genuine hub of talent that brings together the rare skills

of specialists in the fields of robotics and data engineering and

clusters them around the technological prowess that is creating the

mobility of the future.

I commend not only the expertise of our staff, but also their

motivation to come together and create a more sustainable and

inclusive future. But NAVYA is not all technology and algorithms, it

is carried along by men and women with the passion and conviction

to succeed in speeding up the large scale roll-out of our solutions

and in preparing the groundwork to meet the challenges of bringing

them to market.

Sophie Desormière, CEO of NAVYA



www.navya.tech


